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Motivation

Examples for Data-intensive applications:

The Institute for Data Processing and Electronics (IPE) is involved in the
commissioning of several experimental setups that require on-line processing
in the range of GB/s. Because of their parallel architecture, GPUs can
Synchrotron Terahertz source

efficiently process compute-intensive work-loads and are used to achieve realtime data analysis.
However, the communication between GPUs and other devices limit the
performance of these systems. To reduce this constrain, we have developed a
custom architecture that enables fast communication between FPGA, CPUs and
GPUs via direct memory access (DMA).
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Using direct GPU communication, the
DMA engine has direct access to the GPU
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Software Implementation
To transfer data from the FPGA to the GPU and send back signals from the GPU
to the FPGA, we use AMD's bus-addressable memory extension for OpenCL
(DirectGMA). This extension allows the declaration of GPU buffers. Their
physical bus addresses are retrieved and configured at the FPGA (1) and used

⚫ Memory: DDR3 (119 Gbit/s)

Floorplan and resource utilization Virtex 7 (XC7VX690T-2FFG1761C)

Results
FPGA Write Performance
DMA can be operated in both configurations: “standard” where the data is
transferred from FPGA  System memory and “Direct GPU” where the date is
transferred from FPGA  GPU.

with DMA (2). It also allows mapping known bus addresses, i.e. for the
configuration space of the FPGA.
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The DMA is capable to sustain very fast data transfer in both configurations
that exceed 6.3 GB/s. Until 2 MB transfer size, the performance is almost the
These mechanisms were integrated into a “DirectGMA” data generator plugin for
our computing framework that sets up and executes data processing chains on
single and multi GPU nodes. The plugin inserts raw data into the data stream

same, after that the Direct GPU transfer shows a slightly better slope.

CPU vs GPU benchmark

which is then processed accordingly by subsequent filters. The following

Decoding of a complex data format with 5120×3840 words from high frame

command shows a decoding and Fourier transform pipeline and the result

rate camera requires 23.17 ms on a Xeon E5-1630 CPU and only 640 μs on a

written to disk:

AMD W9100 FirePro GPU resulting in a processing bandwidth of 1.6 GB/s and
6.5 GB/s. So the CPU bandwidth even with this simple operation is dominated

$ ufo-launch direct-gma ! decode fft ! write filename = out.tif

by the decoding while the GPU is still limited by the PCI memory transfer. The
data latency measurements are ongoing, preliminary measurements show a

At run-time data is pushed to the GPU. Decoding and Fourier transform is
performed in parallel.

very low latency in the order of some microseconds for Direct GPU access
versus a few millisecond for CPU access.
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